Amazing Visitors Since 1883

During your visit to Marengo Cave enjoy gemstone mining, cave crawl, hiking, and picnicking. Browse for the perfect gift in the 3000 square foot gift shop. Enjoy canoeing nearby on the scenic Blue River!

Groups are challenged by our “cave country adventures” including: natural adventure cave trips and canoe and kayak trips. “iCaving” trips are available for individuals on summer Saturdays too! Call to reserve.

Natural Adventure Trips

Challenge yourself on our Old Town Spring or Waterfall Crawl cave trips; a great introduction to cave exploring. Wade the underground stream, crawl, climb, and see unique cave life, woven together with an emphasis on safe cave exploring and cave conservation.
**HISTORY**

On Sept. 6th, 1883, two school children entered a small opening in the bottom of a large sinkhole. Their discovery has fascinated visitors to this day.

Designated a US National Landmark in 1984 by the Department of the Interior as “the most profusely decorated cavern... with speleothems of the highest quality”.

Located in the heart of Indiana’s Cave Country, the park and nearby recreation area offer great opportunities for visitors with easy access to Interstate and major highways.

**TOURS**

**Crystal Palace Tour**
Wind through formation filled rooms past huge flowstone deposits on this easy 40-minute walk. See the Crystal Palace, one of America’s most beautiful cave rooms.

**Dripstone Trail Tour**
This leisurely 60-minute tour is known for its sodastraw formations, delicate helicitites and slender totem pole stalagmites. Fascinating cave history associated with this section includes Music Hall, Pulpit Rock and unique Penny Ceiling.

Marengo Cave remains 52 degrees year-round. Comfortable walking shoes and a light jacket are recommended. All tours are guided by knowledgeable, friendly guides on well-lighted tour trails.
Since 1883

Marengo CAVE

Easy to find by scenic roads.

TOUR HOURS
SUMMER
Memorial Day - Labor Day: 9a - 6p weekdays 9a - 6:30p weekends

WINTER
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Tours are conducted on a regular basis - Eastern Daylight Time. Reservations not required for groups of less than 12. Closed Thanksgiving & Christmas Day.

Paddle the Blue River
Indiana's first Natural & Scenic River with Cave Country Canoes
cavecountrycanoes.com

Marengo Cave National Landmark
400 E State Rd 64, Marengo, IN 47140
(812) 365-2705
marengocave.com